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Fig. S1
Precursor -product map of the nanosynthesis products from various precursor configurations, at T=1500 K and T=2000 K.
The precursor configurations are denoted by labels specified in Table 1 , and product are in same labels as shown in Fig. 1 . Not all structures of Fig. 1 are shown here, because some of the structures only form at high temperatures, such as aB (amorphous boron cluster). The content of sp 2 (in Fig. d ) is by far larger than final sp 3 and sp hybrids, for both B and N atoms.
Difference of N and B sp 2 hybrids is proportional to the number of defects in the structures. Initially large number of sp hybrids indicates evolution of the structures by initially forming the chains, which branch and reorganize into flake and cage structures.
